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 chateaux  pommery

Join me for an inimitable, delectable, journey to the France of my youth.  Our unique 
exclusive journey pays homage to two of my favorite cities. We start in Bordeaux, 

where we spend five days visiting independent and multinational wine producers in the 
region while feasting in Michelin-rated Restaurants. An insightful visit to a caviar farm is 
included, ending with a tasting of this glorious delicacy.  

Then we travel by first-class fast-speed train to Reims, in the Champagne region, where 
we privately visit some of the most famous names of Champagne production and enjoy 

lunches, again, in superb Michelin-rated restaurants.  A Paris extension is offered at the end of our main programme, 
including a visit to Meaux, to discover the production of the famous Brie de Meaux, a luxury breakfast at the Hotel Plaza 
Athénée and dinner at the new Alain Ducasse Cruise on the river Seine. 

Our unique exclusive journey to France will take us beyond the standard tourist itineraries to the places associated with 
the production of the wines we all love. We will delight you with culinary explorations led personally by me and in the 
company of local chefs and experts, who will guide us through real French home-cooking. 

Space on this thought-provoking and creative journey is limited, so be sure to contact us if we have awakened your interest.

I hope to have the pleasure of your company, 

register your interest, or email your questions to
         acreations@usa.com

          breakfast at the plaza athénée



n Fully escorted by Bruno Albouze. 

n Tutored tasting and visits to five châteaux from St Estèphe 
to Sauternes and over six Maisons de Champagne.

n Michelin-rated restaurants throughout. 

n Local guides and experts in Bordeaux wines and 
Champagne.

n Visit the state of the art Museum of Wine, la Cité du Vin.

n Exclusive visits to Jean d’Alos (stocking over 150 raw-milk 
and farm cheeses); and two fantastic chocolate shops: 
Maison Darricau (founded in 1913) and Cadiot-Badie 
(1826). 

n A one-of-a-kind lunch at La Terrasse Rouge with pairing 
wines plus a demonstration on how to make Cannelés de 
Bordeaux. 

place de la bourse, bordeaux 

lamb de pauillac
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n Visit to a caviar farm (with tasting).

n High-speed first-class rail to Champagne.

n Private arrangements at all of the wineries and Champagne 
houses visited. 

n Excellent selection of independent and multinational 
producers in Bordeaux, Reims, Épernay and surrounding 
villages.

n Stay in four-star hotels throughout. 

n Packed Paris extension including a visit to Meaux, to 
discover the production of the famous Brie de Meaux. 

n Luxury breakfast at the Hotel Plaza Athénée and dinner at 
the new Alain Ducasse Cruise on the river Seine. 

highlights



itinerary

bordeaux 
May 25 | Upon arrival in Bordeaux, a private 
transfer to your hotel will be provided by 
luxury sedan. Rooms will be available after 2 
p.m. An informal reunion with Bruno at the 
hotel for a glass of wine and cheese is the 
prelude to our stroll along the Garonne river 
to admire the glorious eighteenth-century 
architecture Bordeaux is known for. 

A visit to the Cité du Vin follows. This is a 
unique cultural center dedicated to the 
universal, living heritage of wine. It offers 
a spectacular journey around the world, 
throughout the ages, across countless 
cultures and civilizations. Dinner is at the Le 
Gabriel, where chef Alexandre Baumard will 
prepare a special menu for our group. 

bordeaux 
May 26 | After our delicious buffet breakfast, 
we visit the contemporary Château les 
Carmes Haut-Brion on the outskirts of the 
city designed by Philippe Starck and the 
architect Luc Arsène-Henry. Then it is on 
to St Emilion for a taste of the outstanding 
wines of Château Clos Fourtet. Lunch today 
will be at La Terrasse Rouge where Chef 
Remy Joly offers his bistronomic cuisine 
based on fresh seasonal produce. After our 
gastronomic feast, we continue to charming 
Pomerol for a visit to Château Petit-Village. 
Return to Bordeaux. 

sauternes  |  caviar tasting
May 27 | Today we visit the diminutive 
village of Sauternes, key to the development 
of noble rot. We visit the Château Lafaurie-
Peyraguey, famous for their production and 
their Lalique objets d’art.  Château de Rayne 
follows, where we privately, and, as always 
with Bruno, taste their best wines.  

Lunch today will be at the Chapelle de 
Guiraud. Chef Cyril Boudey will join us for 
dessert and Sauternes. 

This afternoon, we go behind the scenes to 
a sturgeon farm where we learn the ins and 
outs of caviar production, with professional 
fish-breeders on hand to share their 
expertise. 

We will end the visit with a caviar tasting and 
sampling — including sturgeon rillettes and 
caviar butter—over a glass of Champagne.

bordeaux 
May 28 | A gastronomical tour of Bordeaux is 
on our programme today. In the company of 
Bruno, we will enter some of the legendary 
gourmet shops in the city. Pâtisseries, 
macaroons, cheese producers and chocolate 
masters are on the programme. Of course, 
there are plenty of tasting samples. 

Lunch today will feature the creations of 
Chef Léo Forget at Mets Mots with pairing 
wines. Thanks to Bruno’s connections, an 
observation event has been scheduled at 
pâtisserie Baillardran, to learn more about 
the Canelé de Bordeaux (below). Return to 
the Hotel.

bordeaux |  reims, in champagne
May 29 | After our buffet breakfast, we will 
enjoy a free morning to discover the city and 
have lunch on your own. Around 3:00 p.m 
we travel to Reims by first-class TGV  -fast-
speed train- (4 hours). Transfer to our central 
and elegant hotel in Reims. 

reims   |   Épernay  
May 30 |  Travel by coach through the 
Montagne de Reims to the small, but 
important town of Épernay (below). 

First on our list, Laurent-Perrier (pending 
confirmation). Moët follows with a tasting of 
their best cuvées and ending with a glass of 
Dom Pérignon. Then is lunch at La Grillade 
Gourmande  in Épernay with a menu specially 
prepared for the group by Christophe 
Bernard.  The afternoon will be dedicated to 
independent producers, as Janisson-Baradon, 
R&L Legras and Collard-Picard. Return to 
Reims for a well-deserved rest. 

reims
May 31 | A delicious buffet breakfast is the 
prologue to our visits to the maisons of Krug 
(confirmation pending) and Mumm. Lunch 
today will be at the Pavillon, featuring the 
cuisine of Chef Gwladis Gilot-Maurel. This 
afternoon, we learn more about the wine-
making expertise of the Pommery and Veuve 
Clicquot Ponsardin.

back to america
June 1 | After our last French breakfast (with 
Champagne included, of course) individual 
transfers to any airport or rail-station in Paris 
by private car or mini-bus will be provided. 

la cité du Vin
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restaurants and chefs on our tour

Bruno & Friends  Paris Extension

n  brie cheese experience, in meaux n 

n  gourmet tour of montmatre, in paris n  
n  champagne breakfast at the 

five-stars plaza athénée n  
n  lunch by chef david rathgeber, 

a good friend of bruno n 

n alain ducasse cruise luxury dinner on the seine. n 

reims | meaux | paris 
June 1  | After breakfast, we travel for 90 min by 
private luxury bus to the village of Meaux, famous 
for its production of Brie, named the “king of 
cheeses” in 1815 by Talleyrand at the Congress 
of Vienna. We visit a farm producing this delicious 
cheese and other local specialties. During our visit, 
we will observe the “elevage” or breeding of the 
cows and the preparation of the final product. 
Tasting, of course, is included. Then there is a lovely 
lunch at yet another Michelin-rated restaurant: 
L’Intimiste. A drive to Paris (90 min) follows. Free 
time for dinner with Bruno (on your own). 

paris 
June 2 | A three-hour walking tour of Montmartre, 
accompanied by a local historian will follow. We’ll 
steep ourselves in the history and culture of this 
illustrious quartier, including tastings at some 
of the best food shops in the area. Chocolates, 
boulangeries, cheese shops, some of the best 
macarons in Paris and a glorious  butcher shop, 
where we will taste succulent French hams and the 
finest cured sausages. 

For lunch today will be at Caillebotte, where we 
discover Franck Baranger’s inventive cuisine.  
Afternoon with Bruno, visiting some of the best 
cookware shops in Paris. Free evening. 

paris 
June 3 | Thanks to Bruno’s connections, a luxury 
champagne breakfast at the famous five-star Hotel 
Plaza Athénée is included this morning. The rest 
of the morning is free. We later meet at L’Assiette 
restaurant, where Chef David Rathgeber, a good 
friend of Bruno, will delight us with his exquisite 
Cassoulet. Return to the hotel. 

We meet again tonight at the Alain Ducasse 
embankment for a luxury dinner cruise on the river 
Seine with pairing wines.

paris 
June 4 |  After a buffet breakfast, individual 
transfers to any airport or rail-station in Paris by 
private car or mini-bus will be provided.

le gabriel, bordeaux 
alexandre baumard

la chapelle de guiraud, sauternes
cyril boudey 

la terrasse rouge, saint-Émilion
remy Joly

mets mots, bordeaux
léo forget

la grillade gourmande, Épernay
christophe bernard

caillebotte, paris
franck baranger

l’intimiste, near meaux
christophe bernard

l’ assiette, paris
david rathgeber

meaux

the real deal, san diego
bruno albouze

alain 
ducasse

  montmatre

On a tour that focuses on food, wine and cooking traditions, we regret that participants with special diets may 
not have the same gastronomic experience as those with no restrictions. Please discuss your requirements with 
us before booking. The tour is dependent on the kindness of many individuals and organizations, who have 
confirmed their interest in being a part of the programme, but are reluctant to make firm arrangements so far in 
advance. Their participation on the itinerary cannot be confirmed until a later stage. 

NOTA
BENE

B O O K
N O W
R S V P

https://www.acreationss.com/reservation-form-bruno


Value for money | the price covers 
nearly everything, including wine with 
meals and some tips. Some other 
tips (not included) will be calculated 
and collected prior to the tour and 
will be distributed on your behalf to 
the providers, freeing you of these 
calculations while on tour.  First-rate 
lecturers | experienced gastronome 
leaders and are a key ingredient in our 
tours and events. Enriched by local 
sports leaders, academics, museum 
curators, writers, broadcasters, 
other food experts and researchers, 
they are selected not only for their 
knowledge but also for their ability to 
communicate clearly and engagingly 
to a lay audience. Their brief is to 
enlighten and stimulate, not merely to 
inform. And they also have to be good 
traveling companions. We select our 
lecturers through reputation, interview, 
and audition, and provide them with 
guidance and training. All of our tours 
are also accompanied by a trained tour 
manager who unobtrusively attends to 
administrative matters.  

Original itineraries | rooted in 
knowledge of the destination and 
of the subject matter of the tour, the 
outcome of assiduous research and 
reconnaissance, and underpinned 
by twenty years of thought and 
experience, our itineraries are second to 
none. They are original and imaginative, 
well-paced and carefully balanced. 
Meticulous attention to practical 
matters ensures a smooth-running 
as well as an enriching experience. 
Special arrangements feature on 
nearly all our tours – for admission to 
places not generally open to travelers, 
for access outside public hours, for 
private concerts and extraordinary 
events. In innumerable ways, large and 
small, we lift our clients’ experience far 
above standards which are regarded as 
normal for tourists.  

Meticulous planning | the planning of 
every tour involves thorough research 
and meticulous attention to detail. 
Special access is a feature of many 
tours. The work of planning a tour does 
not cease once it is published in the 
brochure. We are continually making 
slight adjustments to take into account 
changing circumstances.  Small groups 
| most of our tours run with between 
ten and twenty participants. We strictly 
limit numbers, specifying the applicable 
maximum in each tour description. 
The higher costs of smaller numbers 
are outweighed by the benefits of 
manoeuvrability, social cohesion and 
access to the lecturer. 
The small-group principle is diluted 
when there are private events or several 
speakers exclusively for our clients. Not 
the least attractive aspect of traveling 
with is that you are highly likely to find 
yourself in congenial company, self-
selected by common interests and 
endorsement of the company’s ethos.  

Travelling in comfort | the hotels we 
use are usually rated as 4-star, with 
most of the rest being 5-star. We select 
our hotels with great care. Nearly all 
the hotels we use have been visited 
— and often stayed in — by a member 
of our staff. Hundreds of others have 
been seen and rejected. Obviously, 
comfort ranks high among our criteria, 

together with good service and warmth 
of welcome. We also set high priority 
on charm and style, and location is 
also an important consideration. We 
invest similar efforts in the selection of 
restaurants, menus and wines, aided 
by staff with a specialist knowledge of 
these areas. 

Care for our clients | we aim for faultless 
administration from your first encounter 
with us to the end of the tour, with 
personal service as a hallmark. And if 
anything does go wrong, we will put it 
right or compensate appropriately. We 
want you to come back again and again 
— as most of our clients do.  

Your financial protection | Acreationss 
tours and events is a tour creator and 
works in cooperation with Terres 
de Charme which holds a Travel 
Agent license number 075 10 01 14. 
Approved by the French Ministry of 
Tourism and subject to the law of July 
13, 1992 implemented by Decree No. 
94-490 on 15 June 1994. As members 
the A.P.S.T. (Professional Association 
of Solidarity Travel Agencies), the body 
surety in case of financial default. 

The ALLIANZ IARD insures Terres de 
Charme for professional civil liability 
(contract number: 086 699 552) and is 
located at 87 rue de Richelieu, 75002 
PARIS. In accordance with Articles 
L.211-7 and L.211-17 of the Tourism 
Code, the provisions of Articles R.211-
3 to R.211-11 of the Tourism Code. We 
are a S.A.S company, with a capital of 
79.000, located at 5 bis rue de l’Asile 
Popincourt, 75011 Paris. RCS PARIS B 
388952145 - Siret : PARIS B 388 952 
145 00067 - Atout France - License : 
IM 07510 01 14 - Code NAF : 7911Z 
(Activités des agences de voyages) - 
Fax : (+33) 1.56.24.49.77 - Assurance 
: HISCOX n° HARCP0287036 19 rue 
Louis Le Grand, 75002 PARIS.

Neither Acreationss Tours Travel &
Services, Limited., or the promoter 
sponsoring this tours, d.b.a. THE 
PROMOTER, its affiliated entities and 
its and their employees, shareholders, 
officers, directors, successors, agents, 
and assigns (collectively “ Acreationss 
Tours and Events” and “TDC”), own 
or operate any person or entity which 
is to or does provide goods or services 
for these trip. Because  Acreationss 
tours and THE PROMOTER do not 
maintain control or operate the 
personnel, equipment, or operations 
of the suppliers it uses and as such  
Acreationss tours and THE PROMOTER 
assume no responsibility for and 

cannot be held liable for any personal 
injury, death, property damage or other 
loss accident, delay, inconvenience, or 
irregularity which may be occasioned 
by reason of (1) any wrongful, 
negligent, willful or unauthorized acts 
or omissions on the part of any of 
the suppliers or other employees or 
agents; (2) any defect in or failure of 
any vehicle, equipment, or instrument 
owned, operated or more about us  fine 
print otherwise used by any of these 
suppliers; or (3) any wrongful, willful 
or negligent act of or omission on the 
part of any other party not under the 
supervision and control of  Acreationss 
tours and the promoter or TDC. 
Additionally, Acreationss tours and 
TDC and the promoter waive any and 
all liability for losses or expenses due 
to sickness, lack of appropriate medical 
facilities or practitioners, weather, 
strikes, theft or other criminal acts, war, 
terrorism, computer problems, acts of 
God, or other such causes. All services 
and accommodations are subject to the 
laws of the country in which they are 
provided.  Acreationss tours reserves 
the right to make changes in the 
published itinerary whenever, in their 
sole judgment, conditions warrant, or 
if Acreationss tours deems it necessary 
for the comfort, convenience, or the 
safety of the tour. Acreationss tours 
reserves the right to withdraw any tour 
at any time. Acreationss tours reserves 
the right to decline to accept any person 
as a member of the tour, or to require 
any participant to withdraw from the 
tour at any time, when such action is 
determined by the tour manager to 
be in the best interests of the health, 
safety, and general welfare of the tour 
group or of the individual participant. 
Acreationss Tours and Events and 
TDC and the promoter do not accept 
liability for any carrier’s cancellation 
penalty incurred by the purchase of a 
nonrefundable airline or other ticket 
to the tour departure city and return 
or otherwise. Baggage and personal 
effects are the sole responsibility of the 
passenger at all times. Passengers may 
be photographed for the promotional 
purposes of Acreationss tours. 
Payment of the deposit to Acreationss 
tours, via TSC constitutes acceptance 
of these terms and conditions. I 
agree that any dispute concerning, 
relating, or referring to this contract, 
the brochure or any other literature 
concerning your trip, or the trip itself, 
shall be resolved exclusively by binding 
arbitration according to the existing 
rules of the MTV Médiation Tourisme 
Voyage BP 80 303 – 75 823 Paris 

Cedex 17. Such proceedings will be 
governed by and in accordance with 
substantive French law. The arbitrator 
and not any federal, state, or local 
court or agency shall have exclusive 
authority to resolve any dispute relating 
to the interpretation, applicability, 
enforceability, conscionability, or 
formation of this contract, including but 
not limited to any claim that all or any 
part of this contract is void or voidable.  
Acreationss tours is a cooperator of 
Terres de Charme Limited, Paris-based 
Corporation. The information in these 
brochure is given in good faith. Where 
differences exist between the brochure 
and our current brochure or website, 
the brochure supersede the other 
documents and website information. All 
holidays can be subject to unexpected 
changes; in order to enjoy them you 
should be prepared to be flexible where 
necessary. Occasionally, as stated in 
our brochure, it may not be possible 
to follow the itinerary as planned. This 
may be for a variety of reasons climatic, 
political, physical or other. In these 
circumstances we will make the best 
possible alternative arrangements that 
maintain the integrity of the original 
itinerary. As fuel prices, airport taxes 
and exchange rates fluctuate, and 
airlines manage their rates to match 
demand, it is proving harder than 
ever to guarantee our Flight Inclusive 
prices. Although we endeavor to keep 
our website as accurate as possible, 
daily fluctuations mean that our Flight 
Inclusive price may be out of date. We 
liaise closely with them and adhere to 
their travel advice. For up to date advise 
on all countries. Should there be any 
change to advice prior to or during 
travel, we may have to cancel or curtail 
a tour at short notice, or reroute an 
itinerary part way through. Prices and 
exchange rates were correct at the time 
of publication (december 2019). The 
most up to date prices can be found on 
our website. © Acreationss tours and 
events  Ltd.

bordeaux

acreationss 
1454 nw 78 avenue 

suite 53-51053  
 doral, florida 33126 1624
email: acreations@usa.com




